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AMBUSH BUGS AND ASSASSIN BUGS
by Carol Ann Harlos

  

NOSTOC
by Carol Ann Harlos

  

If these true bugs were large, they would frighten humans 
to death!  

Ambush bugs do exactly what their name implies...they wait 
for prey and then they attack insects which are often many 
times their size. They range in size from only 0.2 inches long 
to close to a half inch. They have very enlarged forelegs...the 
ones in front. 

Phymata pennsylvanica is the most common species here. 
Their antennae are club-shaped. They are rather colorful 
and have large heads making the rest of the body look 
small. These lovely colors probably help them camouflage 
themselves as they lie in wait. They then inject venom into 
their future dinner.

And then we have assassin bugs, relatives of ambush bugs. 
(Both are true bugs with sucking mouth parts.) They have 
beady round eyes. They are gardener friends and not-
gardener friends because they kill and eat true bugs, bees, 
flies, caterpillars. They do this by stabbing their prey and 
inoculating it with a toxin that immobilizes them. They suck 
out the body fluids. On occasion you may find the empty 
bodies of their prey in your gardens. (The kissing bug is a 
type of assassin bug that spreads chagas disease, but not 
here in the northeastern United States.)  

By the way both ambush bugs and assassin bugs have wings 
and can fly but they fly poorly.  Their bodies are constructed 
for prey-capturing not flight. 

Recently a conversation with a Hotline caller led to a 
discussion about a dark green substance that was growing 
around his pots mostly near the bottom. 

He used the words “slimy, disgusting, and gooey.” I asked 
him to tell me more. Wet? Dry? Drainage? 

He was growing plants on trays and admitted that sometimes 
he let water accumulate on the bottom hoping that it would 
simply evaporate. He was wondering if this green growing 
thing was harmful.

Nostoc is actually a cyanobacterium, formerly classified as 
a blue-green algae. It has no cell nucleus. It forms filaments 
which are thread-like in appearance. Lots of these are held 
together by a jelly-like material. The wetter the environment 
the slimier it becomes. 

Nostoc occurs naturally on moist rocks (you may have 
slipped on one) and in the bottom of bodies of water as well 
as in wet areas in lawns.

Nostoc is a nitrogen fixer. Remember the bacteria that live 
on the roots of legumes? They fix atmospheric nitrogen and 
thus make it available to the plants. Other plants and some 
animals use nostoc as a source of nitrogen in their diets as 
well. 

Nostoc and other cyanobacteria produce their own food 
through photosynthesis, whereas bacteria rely on food 
sources outside their cells. 

Nostoc are extremely old. They live where it is dry 
or wet, hot or cold, in saltwater and in fresh water. 
It is found in rice paddies, on concrete, on gravel. When 
dries up it looks crusty. 

You may not have recognized nostoc but I am sure you have 
found it in your environment at one time or another. 
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